IF THERE IS NOT ENOUGH CLEARANCE:
- Adjust Opposing Tooth
- Adjust Abutment
- Reduction Coping
- Make Metal Lingual/Occlusal

INTERPROXIMAL CONTACTS
- Light
- Medium
- Heavy

OCCLUSAL CONTACT
- Out (0.3mm sub)
- Light
- Contact

PORCELAIN FUSED TO METAL
- 75% Gold
- 40% Gold
- Semi-Precious
- Non Precious

METAL CROWN / INLAY / ONLAY
- 75% Gold
- 40% Gold
- Semi Precious
- Non Precious

POST
- 75% Gold
- 40% Gold
- Semi Precious
- Non Precious

OTHER
- Diagnostic Wax Up
- Provisional Restoration

TOOTH #

METAL DESIGN

SHADE

STAINING
- None
- Light
- Medium

STUMP SHADE:

OPTIONS
- Porcelain Margin
- 360° Porcelain Margin
- Rest Seat
- Guide Plane

RETURN ALL EXCEPT GOLD COPY.